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number of delegations. However, the phrase had been
designed to express ideas which surely were gt'llt.:mlly
acceptable, namely, that no State could afford to neglect it:;
defence and that no State should be armed in such u \Vu\
as to make aggression possible. Howc\'er, the three POWCI:S
had removed the phrase in order to dispose of a point of
disagreement.

6. In the fourth paragraph of the preamble an attempt
had been made to dispose of the ambiguity caused by the
use of the phrase" having substantial armed forces" in
the original draft. The three Powers had substituted thl'
phrase "whose military resources are such that their
failure to accept would endanger the system". Tht'
formulation followed was believed to be within the area of
agreement noted in the memorandum of the Presidtmt or
the General Assembly (A/C.ljH77).

7. In the final paragraph of the preamble the tIu'cc Power:;;
had agreed to incorporate the Soviet lTnion amendment.
They regarded the recommendation favouring the esta
blishment :If a new commission as the important point.

8. In the first operative paragraph an attempt had been
made to meet the views of thr • Soviet LTnion representativc
in respect of the name of the prvposed commission although
the three Powers regarded it as rather unwieldy and lcs!'
accurate than the name they originally had proposed.

9. The second operative paragraph remained unchangeJ.

10. At the end of the introductory sentence in paragraph :l,
a phrase had been added to make specific reference to
atomic energy questions. The three Powers had regarded
this matter as being covered in the original formulation but
were prepared to make their meaning perfectly clear.
Nevertheless paragraph 3 was one in which fundamental
points of disagreement were ine"itable.

11. In view of the above change, sub-paragraph (a) of
the original draft had been omitted with consequent drafting
changes being required in the other sub~paragraphs. The
text which had become sub-paragraph (0) of the rcvi~l'd

text reflected no changes. To sub-paragraph (b) the final
phrase regarding inspection being carried out in accordancl'
with the decisions of an international control organ, was
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been eliminated in view of the difficulties mentioned by a
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an addition designed to lHt"t't the views of the Soviet Fnion.
Sub-paragraph (c) had a new introdu«.:tory sentence, stating
explicitly that the new commission should consider any
propo~;als or plans fnr control that might be submitteLi in
both the com cntional armaments field and the atomic
energy field. That had becIl the original intention, but at
the same time it was the "iew of the three Powers that the
new commission should takL· advantage of the work of the
L'niteJ. :-\ations approved by the General Assembly during
the past five years. However, it was to be hoped that the
Soviet C'f'ivll representatives, in view of their Government's
atthllde towards the lTnited ::\ations plan, \v<.mld submit
new pn>posals. Tht' changt's in sub-paragraph (e) were of
a clarifying nature and corresponded to a change made in
the preamble making it clear that the Statt"s embarking on
that programme t.:ould decide among themselves which of
them have such military strength that they must become
partit's before the treaty enters into dfect.

1~. Paragraph! was an addition and contained tht.· same
iJeas as those l'xpressed in point ;l I)f the amendment sub
m.itted bv the Soviet "Cnion. The intention that an inter
national "control organ should he ~:::;tablished had been
implicit in the original draft bllt thl' three PO\vers were
prepared to makt.' it explicit.

t:L Panl.grilph .-) (p'l.ragraph t of thl' original text) reflected
no dl.mges.

t·t In paragraph Ij the referclh:1..' to criteria had beell
omitted in view of the 1..'0mIIIt'nts of various delegations.
\Vhile the three Powers continued to believe that such
criteria could be found, they wished to avoid the difficulty
and also make it dear that the new commission should
devise its OW11 methods of work. The new sub-paragraph (a)
simply liirected the commission to dett.'rmine how limits
could b~ calculated.

1:). In paragraph i a sentence had been added which would
require the commission to submit its first report not later
than 1 June 1nC):2. That addition had been designed to
Bud the Soviet l~nioll's desire for a specific date as well as
to emphasize the urgent character which the three Powers
attat.:bed to the work of the commission.

W. ~\ll the amenuments submitted bv the CSSR had not
been incorporated in the revised draft resolution. There
were fundamental points of disagreemel't between those
amendments anu the resolutions adopted by the General
Assembly over a period of several years. The three-Power
draft resolution took those earlier resolutions as points of
departure rather than casting them aside in order to start
from the b~1{inning again.

17. The agn.:ellh:nt 011 the c~tablishmeIlt of a new
commission was important be<..:au~e progress was only likely
after the details uf the disarmament programme had been
worked out. It \Vas to be hoped that it would become dear
to the Soviet Cnion that nothing in the proposeJ programme
\vas inconsistcIlt with its interc~t8 or securitv. The thrfc
Powers did not proposc a une-sided prograinme but OllC

in which their only advantage wuult! be that of sharing in
the general increase in security and thl~ liberation of
resources.. for p()~itive de\ dopnH.·nt.

1~. The work of negotiation should be continued in tlw
new commission with H view to drawing up a treaty or
tn:aticl:>. The cOlll111ibbl011 ~h()uld consider all proposals
and planb whkh might bt; ~lUbIllitt<.:d to it and the three
P(J\rt;rs would enter th;:: tH'gotiatioJl:-l with the llc8irt.' of
rl',Rhing an agn:en1l-nt.

lU. l\Ic BELAlJ~DE (Peru) ~aid that, although the work
of the sub-committee had not led to any basic agreements
either upon the nature of a control organ or the terms of
reference of a propo:·3(:d commission, there had been
agreement upon the important point that asingle commission
should carry fOr\vard the work of the Atomic Energy
Commission and the Commission for Conventional Arma
ments. Although that decision might be described as
relating to procedure, its real significance was a recognition
of the fact that a decision in the field of atomic weapons
coulu not be achieved without a corresponding decision
in the field of conventional armaments. That represented
a ~tep forward and offered a hasis for optimism.

:w. The representative of the Soviet CniOll had drawo
attention to the matters on which agreement had heen
reached in the sub-committee and hau observed that
although they were concerned with secondary questions
they were of significance because they had reduced the
points of disagreement. The three-Power revised draft
resolution "'as therefore to be regarded as a valuable contri
bution since the Soviet Cnion representative regarded any
concession, howe,·er minor, as being important. The Soviet
Cnion representative had also been encouraging when he
had expressed the necessity of seizing every opportunity
of making progress in those problems.

21. \Iatters on which agreement had been reached included
the unification of the two existing commissions; the object
ives of the two bodies were thereby recognized to be t1v~

samc. There had also been agreement on the composition
and general framework of the new commission, The fact
that the work of the commission would be indirectly
circumscribed by the veto was not of enormous signI
ficance because any draft convention required unanimity
if it was to be ratified by all the necessary powers. There was
agreement also on the need for a convention or conventions.
There might even be agreement on the mattl.:f of time
limits for, if a date were set, one of the Soviet 1!nion
objections would be removed. It was reasonable to hope
that when the commission was established it would he ahle
to consolidate and extend the area of agreement.

22. The Committee could not overlook the areas of
disagreement. "Cnfortunately the Soviet Union insisted
upon the prohibition of atomic weapons to the exclusion
of all other measures, while the three-Power resolution
would provide also for the elimination of other weapons
of mass destruction. In this connexion the provisions
of General Assembly resolutions 1 (I) and 41 (I) should be
borne in mind. It was a paradox of the Soviet Union
approach that they advocated that weapons of mass
destruction other than atomic w~apons should merely be
reduced by one-third. That position took no account of
the realities, namely, that the development of atomic
weapons for tactical use against armies in the field rather
than for the mass destruction of innocent civilians repre
sented a trend in the opposite direction to that taken in
the development of other weapons of mass destruction
such as guided missiles. That paradox in the policy of the
Soviet Union was bound to suggest to the average man
that that Power wished to end its inferiority in atomic
weapons by bringing about their prohibition while
maintaining other armaments which were no less destructive.

23. The necessity for action rather than mere words had
been brought out quite clearly. The Soviet Union had
asserted that prohibition would be linked to the esta
blishment of control, but in that case the prohibition could
Ilot be described as unconditional. However, it was necessary
to reaffirm the principle that prohibition required the
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establishment (}f control and, jf it were to be effective, it
Hhould include inspection and verification. The Soviet
Union should deal not merely \;dth the progression from
prohibition to the establiBhment of control, hut also with
the nature of the control :;ysteffi.

:H. It \vas essential to ensure that there would he
guarantees of the effectiv<:m:ss of prohibition. The Soviet
[ninn representative found it diffic:..'ult to accept a plan
which would impose limitati:>ns on national sovereignty.
The Soviet Union representative was prepared to rely upon
national honour but it was lVIr. Belaunde's view that
undertakings by nations had to be based upon confidence
which could not be restored by proclamation. Such confi
dence had existed at the time of San Francisco, but had
been undermined by the Soviet "Gnion. .At the present
time there was no chance of national honour being 3t.:cepted
as the guarantee of the prohibition of atomic weapons.
They would be eliminat<.:d when a control system became
operative.

25. The representative of the I;SSR had regarded the
three-Power proposals as inimical to the Soviet Union and
had maintained that they would involve the adoption of the
Baruch plan which would lead to the dominance of the
enited States and afford no guarantee of acceptance by
the United States. Those objections were groundless.
The representative of the "Cnited States had made it clear
that the new commission should consider any proposals or
plans which might be put fonvard. The control organ

. which was envisaged would not be under the United States
and the representative of the CSSR in the commission
,vould be in a position to ensure that that organ was truly
international. As for the constitutional processes of the
United States, they,vere quite normal and there would be
no exceptions in the case of atomic energy in questions of
ratification.

26. The Soviet Cnion representative called for a reduction
of all armaments and armed forcc~ by one-third and opposed
the idea of levels and the theory of balance. 'While it
might be true that wars had come about in the past when
there had been a balance achieved, thev had occurred for
other reasons. On the other hand, a' disequilibrium of
armaments of itself had always led to ,,·ar. They should
therefore seek a balance of forces; that would offer
guarantees to all.

27. lVIr. Belaunde stated that his hopes foi' peace rested
upon the realism of the leaders of the Soviet Union who
would understand that they were unable to stop the defensive
efforts of the western world and that a realistic disarmament
programme with appropriate. controls was essential.

28. ·Mr. C. lVIALIK (Lebanon) said that the revised
three-Power draft resolution (A/C.l/667/Rev.l) contained
sigr;lificant changes which merited serious study. The
r~.vls~d .:U~$_~ ame~dments_(A/C.ll668/:f{e~~1) also con
t~ined.so_me.import~nt chang~.~lbut these a~.end.n}e~ts had
been made with regard to the original text of the tnpartite
draft resolution. In the circumstance, it would be very
important for the Committee tu learn the reactions of the
Soyiet Un~on to the revised three-Power draft resolution.

2B. Turning to the amendments which his delegation had
submitted (A/C.l/G78), he explained that point :~ of his
a~elld111ent.had b~cn fully· met by the·second ·paragraph of
the:·prea~ble.-Of the ·revise"d: trijJaf.tile· g.raft· resmtltion.· He
thef·efor€· \vas "~iI1irig··to wltliaraw'·tliat··timendri1tmt.:· H~

urged, however, that the thn'c remaining points 'oI' 'hie;

amendment be accepted. Since point 1 of the amendment
indicated the fundamental cause for the present armaments
race, he believed it should be accepted lest the propagandists
claimed that rearmament was motivated by aggressive
intentions. Point 2 of his amendment would require some
consequential changes in case point 1 were to be accepted.
Finally, as regards point -1 of the amendment he believed
that the proposed name for the new commission was too
lengthy and not sufficiently inspiring. The Lebanese
amendment would make the title of the proposed commission
less confusing to "'orId public opinion.

:w. The representative of Lebanon concluded that in the
absence of fundamental international confidence, purely
military disarmament could not prevent the possibility of
a future \vorld war.

:~1. :\tIro YAN LAXGEl'iHOYE (Belgium) recalled that
his delegation had already declared that the three-Power
draft resolution constituted a foundation and a proper
framework for the solution of the disarmament problem.

32. He shared the general view that the work of Sub
Committee 18 had indicated some progress~ though modest
in character, on the procedural questions, but there still
existed substantial differences on fundamental questions.

:~:{. Turning to the Soviet lJnion proposals for the prohi
bition of atomic ·\.l,'eapons and a one-third reduction of
armaments, the! ;;pl'esentative of Belgium said that it was
well known that the .soviet L nion enjoyed superiority in the
fidd of conventional armaments, whereas the United States
enjoyed superiority in the field of atomic weapons. It was
only natural that these proposals should be rejected since
their adoption would eliminate United States superiority,
while enhancing that of the Soviet Union.

84. lVloreover, the Soviet Union amendment requested
the General Assembly to proclaim the prohibition of
atomic weapons and the establishment of strict international
control over that prohibition. Such a proposal was mis
leading since it would place on the same level two entirely
different notions : on the one hand, a decision would be
taken ,vhich would result in an immediate prohibition, while
on the other hand, there would simply be a statement of the
intention of setting up control ",:;hich would become effective
only after the treaty had come into force and the proposed
control had been fully organized.

:35. At this stage, lVlr. van Langenhove considered it
superfluous to repeat the criticisms of the draft amendment
for the reducti::m of armaments and armed forces by one
third and to point out how lacking in commonsense it
would be to propose the reduction of unknown quantities,
while offering to determine such quantities only when the
reduction.had been accepted. . .

36. NIl'. MUNIZ (Brazil) said his delegation considered
the r~vis:~djoint draft resolution to be a significant gesture
Qf cOI).cili~t.ion, incorporating. as .it did sOI?c of the' points
raised. P)T the Soviet Union- representative. ~oreov~r,
the revised text was important not only from the vIewpomt
of conciliation, but also because it represented a definite
improvement on the original draft, thus proving that the
discussions held in the sub-committee were profitable.

:37. One could only hope that the conciliatory ~tep taken
by the thrce.Powen;\vould bC~ll1d by a corresl?ondmg one on
the part'ofthe USSR "d~legatlOll. ther.eby,pavmg..the way for
general :ag~'ee.ment Oil: thE", approach. to' the .dlsannament
problem. :... ' ; . '. . •. :. . .... "... ::.. "
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at). The second paragraph of the preamble to the revised
draft resolution showed that the disarmament problem was
closely connected with an effective system of collcctin:
security for the maintenance of peacc. 'Vithout collective
security, Statcs would have to rely on armaments, thereby
creating an armaments race. The two concepts were, thus,
interdependent. An orderly world community prc-supposcd
the cxistence of well-established machi.ncry for the pacific
settlement of disputes and an agreement for collective
security ready to come into force as soon as a breach of the
peace or an act of aggrcssion occurred. The general
limitation of armaments was part and parcel of that
set-up.

an. l\lr. KOSANOVIC (Yugoslavia) said that the prohi
bition of the atomic bomb did not constitute the crux of thc
problem. However, 1\11'. Yyshinsky wanted the people of the
world who were unfamiliar \vith the real problem, to believc
that the prohibition of atomic weapons would, as if by
magic, bring an end to the existing international tension.
The qucstion of war and peace did not depend upon the
use of atomic weapons. Aggression in Korea was carricd
out by conventional weapons; it nevcrtheless brought the
world to the brink of war.

10. l\tloreover, thc Soviet Union representative insisted
011 a one-third mechanical reduction of the armed forces
of the big Powers. Such a proposal was merely a catchword
designed to create the impression of a will to disarm;
indecd, such a proposal might increase aggressive appetites
towards the small and weak nations.

-H. Mr. Vyshinsky had contended that the principle of
the balance of power had brought disaster upon the League
of Nations and advised the United Xations not to foUo,,'
that path. However, when the people of the world had,
at the end of the Second 'Vorld \Var, sincerely believed
that that principle had been done away with, they were
disappointed to see the Soviet Union championing the
principle of the division of the world into spheres of
influence, thereby recreating the balance of power.
lVIr. Vyshinsky would, even no\\", be only too glad to see
that principle effected. This explained his anxiety to have
an agreement limited to the great Powers although he himself
contended that such an action would mean the end of the
United Nations.

42. As regards the second paragraph of the preamble of the
joint draft resolution (A/C.l/667), the deleg~tion of
Yugoslavia understood that paragraph to prOVIde that
prohibition of the atomic ,t,·eapon and control of atomic
energy should be Rimultaneous.

-13. The delegation of Yugoslavia would, therefore, vote
for that paragraph and against point 1 of the USSR
amendment.

44. lVIr. RAFAEL (Israel) said that the authors of the
three-Power draft resolution had made ~reat efforts to keep
the draft as compact as necessary to gIve clear expression
to the principles and procedures which should guide the
new commission.

.
·liS. :Many important ideas had already been expressed as
to the underlying reasons for the present international
tension. To enumerate all those reasons in the preamble
would neither serve a useful purpose nor promote the
common objective. To single out one reason alone would
do no justice to the realities of the situation.

·t6. In the circumstances, the representath'e of Israel
suggested that the first paragraph of the preamble of the
draft resolution submitted by France, the United Kingdom
and the United Statl's and agreed to by the USSR should
stand as drafted.

-n. ~'dr. AL-JANIALI (Iraq) wished to ask the rl~pre

sentatives of the four Powers to explain the objective of
their proposals and amendments.

48. It seemed to the representative of Iraq that there
existed two objectives : either a practical and agreed
solution which would lead to unanimous agreement, or,
exposition of principles and ideals. In the first instance, the
Committee would havc to agree on a draft resolution accep
table to all. Otherwise, the Committee should continue the
discussion of the various proposals and adopt what would
seem to be the fairest plan.

·JH. Faris EL-KHOURY Bey (Syria) said that though the
report of Sub-Committee 18 had been gladly received by
the Committec, it did not make any fundamental change in
the respective positions of the two parties. He had hoped
that instead of submitting a report, the Chairman of thc
sub-committec would submit a draft resolution containing
the points upon which the four representatives were in
agreement, and refcrring the points of disagreement to the
proposed commission, the terms of reference of which
should not be restrictive but should allow freedom of
action.

;")0. Some representatives might contend that if the com
mission were to dl~al with those points of disagreement,
nothing new would come out of it. But jf the threc-Po\"cr
proposals were to be accepted without the concurrence of the
Sovict Linion, the result would not be different.

:>1. The representative of Syria sugf!csted that, at the
present stage of the debate, the whole matter might be
referred again to the sub-committee where would be forn1U
lated a draft resolution embodying all th<.' points on which
agreement had already been reached.

.-)2. The CHAIRi\IAi\ declared closed the general
discussion on the preamble of the joint draft resolution.

~)3. He announced that the Committee would proceed at
the afternoon meeting to the consideration of the different
paragraphs of the preamble and the amendments thereto.

;)4. ~vlr. MOCH (France) said that many delegations might
not be able to attend an afternoon meeting in view of the
plenary meeting of the General Assembly which was sched
uled, at the same time. He therefore thought that it might
be wise to cancel the afternoon meeting.

53. The CHAIR1\IA~ explained that it had been the
custom for the First Committee to meet whenever the
General Assembly was considering an item which was not
on the agenda of the First Committee.

3ti. The representatives of IRAQ, TURKEY and EGYPT
agreed with the views of the representative of France.

,ji. In addition, the representative of EGYPT requested
the Chairman to allow him to speak briefly on the preamble
of the revised draft. resolution submitted by the three
Power::;.
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The meeting rose at 1.3 p.m.

The mution 'lOas adujJted by:!!) 'l'otes tu 16, with 10 abstentions.

6a. In view of the requests made by the representatives
of Egypt and Bolivia, the CHAIRMAN requested the
Committee to vote on the proposal to re-open the general
debate on the preamble of the revised three-Power draft
resolution.

That proposal was adopted by 80 'i.'otes to .J., with
1,'2 abstentions.

H·!. The CHAIRlVIA~announced that the list of speakers
would be closed on the Hth of December 1$);)1 at li p.m.

French representative to the effect that th~ afternoon meeting
should be cancelled.
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Printed in France

(\2. The CHAIRMA~ put to the vote the motion of the

GO. :.\'11'. COSTA DU RELS (Bolivia) agreed with the
repregentatives of France and Egypt.

(i1, He requested the Chairman to allow him to express
briefly the views of his delegation on the preamble of the
revised three-Power draft resolution.

i)~). lVlr. lVIACDONNELL (Canada) agreed with the
views expressed by the Chairman.

~)8. The CHAIRlVIAN did not believe it necessary to
cancel the meeting scheduled for the afternoon. He hoped
that delegations could appoint other members to attend the
First Committee meeting.

"-
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